
Cloud ERP Construction Software 
With Accounting for Home Builders

H Y P H E N

B R I X

BRIX can budget and track every cost related to your
projects. Maintain vendor pricing from lump-sum bids to
detailed item cost and takeoff. Budget all costs from
material and labor, to lot costs and sales commissions.
Produce Purchase Orders, identify budget variances and
protect margins using automated sales price tools, cost at
completion analysis and cost comparison reports.

Increase Purchasing Control and
Job Cost Transparency

Build Strong with BRIX
Hyphen BRIX is an all-in-one cloud-based ERP solution for Home Builders. Maintain and track all data from Leads to
Contracts through Purchasing, Accounts Payable, Job Cost and Financial Reports. Gain real-time visibility throughout
the building process to ensure profit margins remain intact via easy access to data and a magnitude of reporting
options. Improve communication, collaboration and productivity to build homes efficiently, sell them quickly and grow
your business in a competitive industry.

Reduce costs and modernize by moving to the cloud.
Alleviate the overhead of maintaining on-premise servers
and dedicated staff. Enjoy peace of mind with reduced
downtime, redundant data, scalability and increased
security through Amazon Web Services.

Gain Benefits of SaaS and 
AWS Cloud Services

Enhance the Buying Experience
with BRIX Sales
From the inception of a lead, cater to their home buying
needs and interests. Show available lots on an interactive
digital plat map, review available plans and options then
automatically generate a selection sheet with images
and attributes.

Mater General Ledger and
Accounts Payable Tasks
Consolidate ledgers and take control of accounts with
financial statement capabilities. Through BRIX,
automatically calculate accruals and interest, produce
1099's and create custom financial reports without
requiring an additional accounting software. Gain
efficiencies and prevent typos using the AutoPay PO
feature.

hyphensolutions.com

http://www.hyphensolutions.com/


CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE A DEMO

Simple, Cost Effective, Accurate and Home Builder-Friendly
Hyphen Solutions, the leading cloud-based software provider in the construction management industry,
supports your business growth with BRIX, a fully integrated ERP solution for homebuilders. Since inception, BRIX
software has been used to process the construction of more than 200,000 homes. Its full capabilities combine all
the built-in accounting, purchasing, sales and scheduling functionality you need to drive your business forward
with confidence. For an easy-to-use ERP solution that delivers measurable returns; build your business strong
with BRIX.

Hyphen BRIX Highlights

Manage vendors and subcontractors

Efficiently analyze historical costs across suppliers
and plans

Import and export data with ease

Create multiple proposal configurations prior to
contract

Gain visibility into margins at all times

Real-time communication with BuildPro,
SupplyPro, Wallet, Hyphen CRM and Hyphen
HomeSight

Produce contracts, change orders, options lists
and selection sheets from one system

Mass update PO costs

Robust integration with DocuSign for electronic
signatures

Streamline communication and improve data
integrity with a single database

sales@ihyphen.com

Jump Start Your BRIX
Solution with Hyphen Today

sales@ihyphen.com

SOC 1 Type 2 independent 3rd-party reports
demonstrate critical compliance controls and
objectives
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